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ON FLIPS IN PLANAR MATCHINGS
MARCEL MILICH, TORSTEN MÜTZE, AND MARTIN PERGEL
Abstract. In this paper we investigate the structure of flip graphs on non-crossing perfect
matchings in the plane. Consider all non-crossing straight-line perfect matchings on a set of
2n points that are placed equidistantly on the unit circle. The graph Hn has those matchings
as vertices, and an edge between any two matchings that differ in replacing two matching
edges that span an empty quadrilateral with the other two edges of the quadrilateral, provided
that the quadrilateral contains the center of the unit circle. We show that the graph Hn is
connected for odd n, but has exponentially many small connected components for even n, which
we characterize and count via Catalan and generalized Narayana numbers. For odd n, we also
prove that the diameter of Hn is linear in n. Furthermore, we determine the minimum and
maximum degree of Hn for all n, and characterize and count the corresponding vertices. Our
results imply the non-existence of certain rainbow cycles, and they answer several open questions
and conjectures raised in a recent paper by Felsner, Kleist, Mütze, and Sering.
1. Introduction
Flip graphs are a powerful tool to study different classes of basic combinatorial objects, such
as binary strings, permutations, partitions, triangulations, matchings, spanning trees etc. A
flip graph has as vertex set all the combinatorial objects of interest, and an edge between any
two objects that differ only by a small local change operation called a flip. It thus equips the
underlying objects with a structure that reveals interesting properties about the objects, and
that allows one to solve different fundamental algorithmic tasks for them.
A classical example in the geometric context is the flip graph of triangulations, which has as
vertices all triangulations of a convex n-gon, and an edge between any two triangulations that
differ in removing the diagonal of some quadrilateral formed by two triangles and replacing it by
the other diagonal. A problem that has received a lot of attention is to determine the diameter
of this flip graph, i.e., how many flips are always sufficient to transform two triangulations into
each other. This question was first considered by Sleator, Tarjan, and Thurston [STT88] in the
1980s, and answered conclusively only recently by Pournin [Pou14]. This problem has also been
studied extensively from an algorithmic point of view, with the goal of computing a short flip
sequence between two given triangulations [LZ98, Rog99, CSJ09, CSJ10]. It is a well-known
open question whether computing a shortest flip sequence is NP-hard.
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2 ON FLIPS IN PLANAR MATCHINGS
MM ′ M ′′
e f
Figure 1. Flips between matchings M and M ′ (centered flip), and between M
and M ′′ (non-centered flip).
G3 G4
Figure 2. Flip graphs G3 (left) and G4 (right). Solid edges correspond to centered
flips and are present in the subgraphs H3 ⊆ G3 and H4 ⊆ G4, whereas the dashed
edges correspond to non-centered flips and are not present in these subgraphs.
Another important property of flip graphs is whether they have a Hamilton path or cycle. The
reason is that computing such a path corresponds to an algorithm that exhaustively generates
the underlying combinatorial objects [Knu11]. It is known that the flip graph of triangulations
mentioned before has a Hamilton cycle [HN99], and that a Hamilton path in this graph can be
computed efficiently [LRvBR93].
Flip graphs also have deep connections to lattices and polytopes [Rea12, Rea16, PS19,
ACH+19]. For instance, the aforementioned flip graph of triangulations of a convex n-gon
arises as the cover graph of the well-known Tamari lattice, and can be realized as an (n− 3)-
dimensional polytope in several different ways [Lee89, CSZ15]. Other properties of interest that
have been investigated for the flip graph of triangulations are its automorphism group [Lee89],
the vertex-connectivity [HN99], the chromatic number [FMFPH+09, BRSW18], its genus [PP18],
and the eccentricities of vertices [Pou19]. Similar results are known for flip graphs of other
geometric configurations, such as matchings, spanning trees, partitions and dissections, etc.; see
e.g. [HHNRC05, AAHV07, HHNOP09, AAM15].
In this paper, we consider the flip graph of non-crossing perfect matchings in the plane. For
any integer n ≥ 2, we consider a set of 2n points placed equidistantly on a unit circle. We
letMn denote the set of all non-crossing straight-line perfect matchings with n edges on this
point set. It is well-known that the cardinality of Mn is given by the n-th Catalan number
Cn = 1n+1
(2n
n
)
. For any matching M ∈Mn, consider two matching edges e, f ∈M that span an
empty quadrilateral, i.e., the convex hull of these two edges does not contain any other edges
of M ; see Figure 1. Replacing the two edges e and f by the other two edges of the quadrilateral
yields another matching M ′ ∈Mn, and we say that M and M ′ differ in a flip. The flip graph Gn
hasMn as its vertex set, and an undirected edge between any two matchings that differ in a
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flip. Figure 2 shows the graphs G3 and G4. Hernando, Hurtado, and Noy [HHN02] proved that
the graph Gn has diameter n− 1 and connectivity n− 1, is bipartite for all n, has a Hamilton
cycle for all even n ≥ 4, and no Hamilton cycle or path for any odd n ≥ 5.
We now distinguish between two different kinds of flips. A flip is centered if and only if the
quadrilaterial that determines the flip contains the center of the unit circle. For odd n, the
circle center may lie on the boundary of the quadrilateral, which still counts as a centered flip.
In Figure 1, the flip between M and M ′ is centered, whereas the flip between M and M ′′ is
non-centered. In all our figures, the circle center is marked with a cross. We let Hn denote the
spanning subgraph of Gn obtained by taking all edges that correspond to centered flips, omitting
edges that correspond to non-centered flips. Clearly, both graphs Hn and Gn have the same
vertex set. In Figure 2, all solid edges belong to H3 or H4, respectively, whereas dashed edges
do not. The graph H6 is shown in Figure 3.
The main motivation for considering centered flips comes from the study of rainbow cycles in
flip graphs, a direction of research that was initiated in a recent paper by Felsner, Kleist, Mütze,
and Sering [FKMS20]. Roughly speaking, along a rainbow cycle in Gn all possible lengths of
quadrilateral edges that are involved in flip operations must appear equally often, which leads to
non-centered flips becoming unusable, so we may restrict our attention to the subgraph Hn given
by centered flips only. In other words, edges of a rainbow cycle in Gn must be edges of Hn also.
Let us address another potential concern right away: Our assumption that the 2n points
of the point set are placed equidistantly on a unit circle is not necessary for expressing or
proving any of our results. Our results and proofs are indeed robust under moving the 2n
points to any configuration in convex position, by suitably replacing all geometric notions by
purely combinatorial ones. In particular, centered flips can be defined without reference to the
center of the unit circle (see Section 2). Nevertheless, in the rest of the paper we stick to the
equidistancedness assumption, to be able to use both geometric and combinatorial arguments,
whatever is more convenient.
1.1. Our results. In this work we investigate the structure of the graph Hn ⊆ Gn. In particular,
we solve some of the open questions and conjectures from the aforementioned paper [FKMS20] on
rainbow cycles in flip graphs. For several graph parameter, we observe an intriguing dichotomy
between the cases where n is odd or even, i.e., the graph Hn has an entirely different structure
in those two cases. Table 1 contains a summary of our results, together with references to the
theorems where they are established.
Most importantly, the graph Hn is connected for odd n (Theorem 6), but has exponentially
many connected components for even n (Theorem 9 and Corollary 15); cf. Figure 2. For odd
n, we show that the diameter of Hn is linear in n (Theorem 8). For even n, we provide a fine-
grained picture of the component structure of the graph (Theorems 9 and 16, and Corollary 17).
We also describe the degrees of vertices in the graph Hn for all n, and we characterize and count
the vertices of minimum and maximum degree (Theorems 3, 4, and 5). Finally, we easily see
that the graph Hn does not admit a Hamilton cycle or path for any n ≥ 4. This follows from
the non-Hamiltonicity of Gn for odd n ≥ 5 proved in [HHN02], and for even n ≥ 4 this is trivial
as the graph Hn has more than one component. Our results imply the non-existence of certain
rainbow cycles in the graph Gn (Theorem 22). Their exact definition will be provided later.
In all of these results, Catalan numbers and generalized Narayana numbers make their
appearance, and in our proofs we encounter several new bijections between different combinatorial
objects counted by these numbers.
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Table 1. Summary of properties of the graph Hn.
graph property odd n ≥ 3 even n ≥ 2
max. degree (Thm. 4) n n/2
# of max. deg. vertices 2 ?
min. degree (Thm. 5) 2 1
# of min. deg. vertices n · (C(n−3)/2)2 n · (C(n−2)/2)2
diameter between n− 1 and ∞
11n− 29 (Thm. 8)
# of components 1 (Thm. 6) ≥ Cn/2 + n− 3 (Thm. 9+Cor. 15);( n
n/2
)
many vertices form trees
of size n/2 + 1 each;
component sizes bounded by Nara-
yana numbers (Thm. 16 and Cor. 17)
r-rainbow cycles (Thm. 22) none for any r ≥ 1 none for large r
Hamilton path/cycle none for n ≥ 4
colorability bipartite ([HHN02])
1.2. Outline of this paper. In Section 2 we discuss some terminology and observations that
will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we analyze the degrees of the graph Hn. In
Section 4 we present the structural results when the number n of matching edges is odd. In
Section 5 we discuss the properties of Hn when n is even. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the
implications of our results with regards to the existence of rainbow cycles in Gn. We conclude
with some open questions in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
We first explain the combinatorial characterization of centered flips. Given a matching
M ∈Mn, and any of its edges e ∈M , we let `(e) denote the minimum number of other matching
edges from M on either of the two sides of the edge e. We refer to `(e) as the length of the
edge e. We let µ = µ(n) denote the maximum possible length of an edge, so the possible edge
lengths are 0, 1, . . . , µ. Clearly, we have
µ = d(n− 2)/2e =
(n− 1)/2 if n is odd,(n− 2)/2 if n is even. (1)
The following lemma can be verified easily.
Lemma 1. A flip is centered if and only if the sum of the lengths of the four edges of the
corresponding quadrilateral equals n− 2. On the other hand, the flip is non-centered if and only
if this sum is strictly less than n− 2.
We say that an edge e ∈ M is visible from the circle center, if the rays from the center to
both edge endpoints do not cross any other matching edges. If n is odd, there may be an edge
through the circle center, and then we decide visibility of the other edges by ignoring this edge,
and declare the edge itself to not be visible.
We also say that a point is hidden behind a matching edge e, if the point is not one of the
endpoints of the edge and the ray from the center of the circle to the point crosses e. Similarly,
we say that a matching edge f is hidden behind e, if both endpoints of f are hidden behind e. If
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3×
2×
2×
1×
weights ∈ {−2,+2}
weights ∈ {−1,+3}
weights ∈ {−3,+1}
weights ∈ {−2,+2}
weights ∈ {−2,+2}
weights ∈ {−2,+2}
weights ∈ {0,+4}
weights ∈ {−4, 0}
H6
Figure 3. The graph H6 with the weights of all of its components. Among the
components, isomorphic copies are omitted, and the multiplicities are shown above
the components. The isomorpic copies differ only by rotation of the matchings.
For instance, there are two copies of the component shown at the bottom right.
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n is odd, there may be an edge through the circle center, and then no other points or edges are
hidden behind this edge.
Lemma 2. Consider a matching M ∈ Mn and a line ρ between two opposite points on the
circle that are both endpoints of two visible matching edges e and f . If n is odd, then e and f lie
on the same side of ρ. If n is even, then e and f lie on opposite sides of ρ.
Proof. As e and f are both visible, no other edge from M crosses the line ρ. Also note that the
number of points on both sides of ρ is the same. Consequently, if e and f lie on the same side
of ρ, then the number n of matching edges must be odd, and if they lie on opposite sides of ρ,
then the number n of matching edges must be even. 
3. Vertex degrees
In this section we characterize the degrees of vertices in the graph Hn by properties of the
corresponding matchings (Theorem 3), which allows us to determine the maximum and minimum
degree of the graph Hn, and to give characterizations and counts for the corresponding matchings
(Theorem 4 and 5, respectively).
Theorem 3. Consider a matching M ∈Mn. If n is odd, then the number of centered flips in M
equals the number of visible edges. If n is even, then the number of centered flips in M is at most
the number of visible edges in M and at least half this number, and both of these bounds are tight.
Proof. We first assume that n ≥ 3 is odd. The statement is obvious if M has an edge of length µ
through the circle center, as in this case every visible edge can be flipped (only) together with
this longest edge. Now suppose that there is no edge of length µ in M . Consider the set E of
all visible edges, and let F be the set of all unordered pairs of edges from E that are flippable
together in a centered flip. For any edge e ∈ E, let p and q be the endpoints of e such that
the circle center is to the right of the ray from p to q, and let τ(e) be the visible edge from M
different from e that intersects the ray starting at p through the circle center. Consider the
mapping ϕ : E → F defined by ϕ(e) := {e, τ(e)}; see Figure 4. First note that e and τ(e) are
flippable together in a centered flip, so ϕ(e) is indeed a pair from F . We proceed to show that
ϕ is a bijection, which will prove the first part of theorem. Indeed, for any pair {e, f} ∈ F of
visible edges that are flippable together in a centered flip, one can verify directly that f = τ(e)
or e = τ(f) (or both), so the pair {e, f} appears in the image of ϕ, proving that ϕ is surjective.
It remains to show that ϕ is injective. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there are two
distinct edges e, f ∈ E with ϕ(e) = ϕ(f), which means that f = τ(e) and e = τ(f). This implies
that there is a line ρ through the circle center and an endpoint of each of the two edges e and f ,
such that e and f lie on opposite sides of ρ, contradicting Lemma 2. Note that the assumption
of n being odd was only used in proving that ϕ is injective.
We now assume that n ≥ 2 is even. Consider the mapping ϕ between visible edges E of M
and flips F in M defined as before. This mapping is surjective, as shown before, proving that the
number of flips inM is at most the number of visible edges. Even though the mapping ϕ may not
be injective, there are at most two edges e and f mapping to the same pair {e, f} ∈ F (if and only
if f = τ(e) and e = τ(f)). This shows that the number of flips inM is at least half the number of
visible edges. Examples where these bounds are tight can be easily constructed; see Figure 3. 
We now apply Theorem 3 to characterizing and counting vertices of maximum degree in the
graph Hn.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 3 in the case when n is odd.
Theorem 4. For odd n ≥ 3, the graph Hn has maximum degree n, and there are exactly two
vertices of this degree, given by the two matchings that have only edges of length 0.
For even n ≥ 2, the graph Hn has maximum degree n/2.
It seems to be considerably harder to count the number of vertices of maximum degree in Hn
for even n. For n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 these numbers are 2, 10, 54, 274, 1326, 6218, 28538.
Proof. The result for odd n ≥ 3 is an immediate consequence of the first part of Theorem 3.
Now assume that n ≥ 2 is even and consider a matching M ∈Mn. Let E be the set of visible
edges of M , and let F be the set of unordered pairs of edges from E that are flippable together
in a centered flip. Also, define the mapping ϕ : E → F by ϕ(e) := {e, τ(e)} as in the proof of
Theorem 3. We argued before that ϕ is surjective, and that at most two edges e, f ∈ E are
mapped to the same pair {e, f} ∈ F . We now consider the set E′ ⊆ E of edges for which the
image under ϕ is unique. Clearly, the total number of flips in M is
|F | = |E \ E′|/2 + |E′| = (|E \ E′|+ 2|E′|)/2. (2)
Moreover, let H be the set of hidden edges in M , i.e., we have
n = |E \ E′|+ |E′|+ |H|. (3)
Now consider an edge e ∈ E′ and the pair {e, f} ∈ F with f = τ(e) and e 6= τ(f), and let ρ
be the corresponding line starting at an endpoint p of e and intersecting f , and let p∗ be the
point opposite to p on the circle; see Figure 5. As a consequence of e 6= τ(f) and Lemma 2, the
point p∗ is hidden behind f . Let q be the point next to p∗ in counterclockwise direction, and
define h(e) := {p∗, q}. The point q must also be hidden behind f . If not, then it would have to
be an endpoint of f , and then flipping f together with the edge ending at p∗ in a non-centered
flip would produce a matching for which the line ρ violates Lemma 2. Observe also that h(e)
and h(e′) are disjoint sets for any two distinct edges e, e′ ∈ E′, implying that
|H| ≥ |E′|. (4)
For this argument it is irrelevant whether the two points in h(e), e ∈ E′, are joined by an edge
from H or not.
Plugging (4) into (3) shows that |E \ E′|+ 2|E′| ≤ n, and using this estimate in (2) proves
that |F | ≤ n/2, as desired.

We conclude this section by characterizing and counting vertices of minimum degree in the
graph Hn.
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e
f = τ(e)
p
p∗ q h(e) = {p∗, q}
ρ
Figure 5. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 4 in the case when n is even.
Theorem 5. For odd n ≥ 3, the graph Hn has minimum degree 2, and there are exactly
n · (C(n−3)/2)2 vertices of this degree, given by matchings that contain one edge of length µ
through the circle center, and two edges of length µ− 1.
For even n ≥ 2, the graph Hn has minimum degree 1, and there are exactly n · (C(n−2)/2)2
vertices of this degree, given by matchings that contain exactly two edges of length µ.
Proof. First suppose that n ≥ 3 is odd. Clearly, any matching has at least two visible edges, so
the first part of Theorem 3 shows that the minimum degree of Hn is 2. Moreover, degree 2 is
attained for exactly those matchings that have exactly two visible edges. It remains to show
that matchings with exactly one edge of length µ through the circle center, and two edges
of length µ − 1, are the only ones that have exactly two visible edges. This will prove the
characterization of minimum degree vertices in the theorem. The counting formula follows
immediately, by observing that such a matching, apart from the three longest edges, consists of
two independent matchings with (n− 3)/2 edges each. The n possible rotations contribute the
factor n in the counting formula.
Observe that if M does not contain an edge through the circle center, then it has at least
three visible edges. Indeed, any line between two opposite points on the circle will touch at
least two distinct edges e and f that are both visible and flippable together in a centered flip. If
these are the only visible edges, then there are no other points that are not endpoints of e or f
or not hidden behind one of them. As neither e nor f goes through the circle center, each of
these two edges has length at most µ− 1. It follows that the sum of the four edge lengths of the
quadrilateral involved in this flip is at most 2(µ − 1) = 2((n − 1)/2 − 1) = n − 3 (recall (1)),
contradicting Lemma 1, which says that this sum is n− 2 for a centered flip.
On the other hand, if M has an edge of length µ through the circle center, then on each side
of this edge at least one edge from M is visible, and equality occurs exactly if these two edges
have length µ− 1 each.
Now suppose that n ≥ 2 is even. Any matching has at least two visible edges, so the second part
of Theorem 3 shows that the minimum degree of Hn is 1. Moreover, degree 1 is attained exactly
for those matchings that have exactly two visible edges. It remains to show that matchings with
exactly two edges of length µ are the only ones that have exactly two visible edges. This will
prove the characterization of the minimum degree vertices and the counting formula.
Note that as n is even, no matching edge can go through the circle center, otherwise there
would be the same number of remaining edges on each of its two sides, which would make the
total number of edges odd. We show that if no edge goes through the circle center, and if the
matching does not contain two edges of length µ, then the matching has at least three visible
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edges, making the degree of the corresponding vertex in Hn at least d3/2e = 2 by the second
part of Theorem 3. Similarly to before, by considering a line between two opposite points on the
circle, we obtain two visible and flippable edges e and f . The sum of the lengths of e and f is
at most 2µ− 1, by the assumption that the matching does not contain two edges of length µ.
However, these two edges would span a quadrilateral whose sum of edge lengths is at most
2µ− 1 = 2(n− 2)/2− 1 = n− 3 (recall (1)), contradicting Lemma 1.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. Connectedness and diameter for odd n
In this section, we assume that the number n of matching edges is odd. We prove that the
graph Hn is connected in this case (Theorem 6), and that its diameter is linear in n (Theorem 8).
Theorem 6. For odd n ≥ 3, the graph Hn is connected.
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the following key lemma. In the following we consider two
special matchings, namely those that have only edges of length 0, and we denote them by M0
and M ′0; see Figure 7.
Lemma 7. Consider a matching M ∈Mn that has no edge through the circle center and that
is different from M0 and M ′0, i.e., M has an edge of length strictly more than 0. There is a
sequence of at most 4 centered flips from M to another matching that has no edge through the
circle center and that has at least one more visible edge than M .
Proof. We fix a longest edge a in M . By the assumptions of the lemma, a does not go through
the circle center, and it must be visible in M ; see Figure 6 (a).
Let p and q be the endpoints of the edge a, such that the circle center is to the right of the
ray from p to q. Moreover, let X be the set of points hidden behind the edge a, and let p∗, q∗,
and X∗ be the points or point sets, respectively, opposite to p, q, and X on the circle. We first
argue that there is a matching edge a′ in M that is visible from the circle center and that has at
least one endpoint in the set X∗. First of all, as a is a longest edge, there is no edge in M such
that X ∪ {p, q}, X∗ ∪ {p∗, q∗}, X∗ ∪ {p∗}, or X∗ ∪ {q∗} would be hidden behind it. Also, the
edge {p∗, q∗} is not in M by Lemma 2 (this edge would hide precisely the points in X∗).
We conclude that there is an edge a′ in M that is visible from the circle center and that has
one endpoint r in the set X∗. Let r∗ be the point opposite to r on the circle, and note that
r∗ ∈ X by the fact that r ∈ X∗. We now consider the line ρ through r and r∗. We assume
w.l.o.g. that the other endpoint s of the edge a′ different from r is to the right of the ray from r
to r∗ (otherwise mirror the configuration). Clearly, the edge a′ is flippable together with a.
Performing this centered flip yields a matching M1 with two new edges that we call b and b′,
where b has endpoints p and r, and b′ has endpoints q and s. We now distinguish two cases:
Either ρ does not cross any edges of the matching M1, or ρ crosses some matching edge.
Case 1: In M1, the line ρ does not cross any matching edges; see Figure 6 (b1). Let c be the
edge ending at r∗ ∈ X. Note that the other endpoint t of c must also be in X, as the edge c
was hidden behind a in M . Furthermore, b and c lie on the same side of the line ρ by Lemma 2.
We can thus flip b together with c, yielding a matching M2 with two new edges that we call d
and d′, where d′ is the edge through the circle center with endpoints r and r∗ and d has p and t
as endpoints; see Figure 6 (c1). Now, we flip d′ together with b′, yielding a matching M3 which
again contains the edge a′, plus a new edge that we call e, which has q and r∗ as endpoints; see
Figure 6 (d1). Observe that M3 differs from M only in the removal of the edges a and c, and
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Figure 6. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 7.
the addition of d and e that are both shorter than a. As the edge c is hidden behind a in M and
therefore not visible, and the edges d and e are visible in M3, the lemma is proved in this case.
Case 2: In M1, the line ρ crosses some matching edge c; see Figure 6 (b2). We let t and u
denote the endpoints of c, where the circle center is to the right of the ray from t to u. Both t
and u are in X, as the edge c was hidden behind the edge a in M . We flip b together with c,
yielding a matching M2 with two new edges that we call d and d′, where d has p and t as
endpoints, and d′ has r and u as endpoints; see Figure 6 (c2). As the point r∗ lay behind the
edge c in M1, there must be another edge e behind c in M1 which touches or crosses the line ρ
and is now visible in M2. We let v and w denote the endpoints of this edge, where the circle
center is to the right of the ray from v to w. We flip the edge d′ together with e, yielding a
matching M3 with two new edges that we call f and f ′, where f has u and w as endpoints,
and f ′ has r and v as endpoints; see Figure 6 (d2). We finally flip the edge f ′ together with b′,
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M M ′0M0
e
Figure 7. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 6.
yielding a matching M4 which again contains the edge a′, plus a new edge that we call g, which
has q and v as endpoints; see Figure 6 (e2). Observe that M4 differs from M only in the removal
of the edges a, c, and e, and the addition of d, f and g that are all shorter than a. As the
edges c and e are hidden behind a in M and therefore not visible, and the edges d and g are
visible in M4, the lemma is proved in this case. 
With Lemma 7 in hand, the proof of Theorem 6 is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 6. Let M ∈ Mn be an arbitrary matching. If M has an edge through the
circle center, there is a centered flip involving this edge to a matching without an edge through
the center. If M has no edge through the circle center, then repeatedly applying Lemma 7 shows
that in the graph Hn there is a path from M to either M0 or M ′0, as these are the only two
matchings that have the maximum number of visible edges. To prove the theorem, it suffices to
show that there is also a path between M0 and M ′0 in Hn. To see this, consider a matching M
that consists of n parallel edges; see Figure 7. We have argued before that there is a path
between M and either M0 or M ′0. W.l.o.g. we assume that this path reaches M0. The first
centered flip on this path must involve the unique edge e of length µ of M , and one of the two
edges of length µ− 1 next to it. Consider the sequence of quadrilaterals corresponding to the
flip sequence on this path from M to M0, and consider the quadrilaterals obtained by mirroring
along the line through e. This mirrored flip sequence will lead from M to the matching obtained
from M0 by mirroring along the line through e, which is precisely the matching M ′0. This proves
that M0 and M ′0 are connected in Hn, and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Recall that the diameter of a graph is the maximum length of all shortest paths between any
two vertices of the graph. In the flip graph Hn, the diameter measures how many centered flips
are needed in the worst case to transform two matchings into each other. With computer help, we
determined the diameter of Hn for n = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 to be 2, 8, 14, 20, 26, which equals 3n− 7 for
those values of n. In all those cases, this distance was attained for the two matchings with only
length-0 edges (differing by a rotation of pi/n). These are the extreme vertices on the left and
right in Figure 8 (cf. also the left hand side of Figure 2). We conjecture that this is the correct
value for all n. As a first step towards this conjecture, we can prove the following linear bounds.
Theorem 8. For odd n ≥ 3, the diameter of Hn is at least n− 1 and at most 11n− 29.
Proof. Hernando, Hurtado, and Noy [HHN02] showed that the diameter of Gn is exactly n− 1,
and as Hn is a spanning subgraph of Gn, its diameter is at least n− 1.
It remains to prove the upper bound in the theorem. As before, we let M0 and M ′0 denote
the two matchings that have only edges of length 0. We first argue that the distance between
any matching M ∈ Mn and either M0 or M ′0 is at most 4n − 11. Indeed, if M has no edge
through the circle center, then it has at least 3 visible edges by Lemma 2. As a consequence
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H5
Figure 8. The graph H5, drawn in a simplified way, where for every matching,
we only show one representative of the equivalence class under rotation by 2pi/5.
of Lemma 7, we can reach M0 or M ′0, which have n visible edges each, from M with at most
4(n− 3) = 4n− 12 centered flips. On the other hand, if M has an edge through the circle center,
then a single centered flip leads from M to one of its neighbors that does not have an edge
through the center, establishing the bound 4n− 11.
In the remainder of the proof we show that the distance between M0 and M ′0 in Hn is at
most 3n− 7. With these two bounds, we can then bound the distance in Hn between any two
matchings M,M ′ ∈Mn as follows: We know that from both M and M ′ we can reach either M0
or M ′0 with at most 4n− 11 centered flips each. If both of these flip sequences reach the same
matching from {M0,M ′0}, we have found a path in Hn of length at most 2(4n− 11) between M
and M ′. Otherwise we can connect M0 and M ′0 with a path of length 3n− 7, yielding a path of
length at most 2(4n− 11) + (3n− 7) = 11n− 29 between M and M ′, proving the upper bound
in the theorem.
We prove this claim by induction on all odd values of n ≥ 3; see Figure 9. For n = 3 the
distance between M0 and M ′0 is 3n− 7 = 2, as can be verified from the left hand side of Figure 2.
For the induction step, suppose that n ≥ 5 is odd and that the claim holds for n− 2. Consider
the flip sequence shown at the top part of Figure 9, consisting of 3 centered flips, leading from
the matching M0 to a matching M1 that contains n − 1 edges of length 0 and one edge of
length 1. Consider the two edges a and a′ in M1 that lie on opposite sides of the circle, where
the edge a is hidden behind the unique length-1 edge. We can ignore the edges a and a′ from the
configuration, and obtain a matching with n−2 edges. As the ignored edges are antipodal on the
circle, every centered flip operating on the remaining n− 2 edges in Hn−2 is also a centered flip
in Hn. Also observe that ignoring those two edges from M1 leaves us with a matching with only
length-0 edges in Hn−2. Consequently, by induction we have a flip sequence of length 3(n−2)−7
from M1 to a matching M ′1 that has n− 1 edges of length 0 and one edge of length 1, that still
contains the edges a and a′, but now the edge a′ is hidden behind the unique length-1 edge.
By symmetry, we can reach M ′0 from M ′1 with at most 3 centered flips. Overall, the length of
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M0 M1
M ′1
3 flips
3(n− 2)− 7 flips
3 flips
M ′0
n− 2 edges
n− 2 edges
a
a′
a
a′
Figure 9. Illustration of the inductive proof that the distance between M0
and M ′0 in Hn is at most 3n− 7.
the flip sequence from M0 to M ′0 obtained in this way is 3(n − 2) − 7 + 2 · 3 = 3n − 7. This
completes the inductive proof and thus the proof of the theorem. 
5. Component structure for even n
In this section, we assume that the number n of matching edges is even. It was proved
in [FKMS20] that in this case the graph Hn has at least n− 1 components. We improve upon
this considerably, by showing that Hn has exponentially many components, and we also provide
a fine-grained picture of the component structure of the graph Hn (Theorem 9 and Corollary 15).
We also prove explicit formulas for the number of matchings with certain weights, a parameter
that is closely related to the component sizes of the graph Hn, proving a conjecture raised
in [FKMS20] (Theorem 16 and Corollary 17).
5.1. Point-symmetric matchings. We let Pn ⊆Mn be the set of all point-symmetric match-
ings, i.e., matchings that are point-symmetric with respect to the circle center. For any edge e
in a matching M ∈ Pn, we let σ(e) denote the edge that is point-symmetric to e; see Figure 11.
Theorem 9. For even n ≥ 2, there are ( nn/2) point-symmetric matchings, and all those matchings
form components in Hn that are trees. There are Cn/2 such components, and each of them
contains exactly n/2+1 matchings. All matchings that are not point-symmetric form components
that are not trees.
The properties of the graph Hn stated in Theorem 9 can be seen nicely in Figure 3 for the
case n = 6.
The proof of Theorem 9 is split into several lemmas. For the remainder of this paper, we give
the points on the unit circle a fixed labelling by 1, 2, . . . , 2n in clockwise direction.
Lemma 10. For even n ≥ 2, the number of point-symmetric matchings is ( nn/2).
It can easily be shown that for odd n ≥ 3, the number of point-symmetric matchings is
n · C(n−1)/2, but this is not relevant for our purposes.
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1
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0
Figure 10. Bijection used in the proof of Lemma 10. Matching edges from one
of the first n points to one of the last n points are dashed.
Proof. To prove the counting formula, we establish a bijection between Pn and binary strings of
length n with exactly n/2 many 0s and 1s; see Figure 10. For this we use the labels 1, 2, . . . , 2n
of the points.
Given a matching M ∈ Pn, we scan through the first half of the points, i.e., from point 1 to
point n. For each of the points that we encounter, we record a 0-bit or a 1-bit as follows: For
every edge that has both endpoints among the points 1, . . . , n, we record a 1 when we encounter
its first endpoint, and a 0 when we encounter its second endpoint. For every edge e that has
only one endpoint among the points 1, . . . , n, the edge σ(e) has also exactly one endpoint among
the points 1, . . . , n, and we record a 0 when we encounter the first of these two points, and a 1
when we encounter the second of these two points. This procedure clearly yields a binary string
of length n with exactly n/2 many 0s and 1s.
Given a binary string of length n with exactly n/2 many 0s and 1s, we append two copies
of the string, yielding a string of length 2n, and we label the points 1, . . . , 2n along the circle
with the bits from this string. We then repeatedly match a point labelled with a 1 with a point
labelled with a 0, subject to the constraint that all points hidden behind this matching edge are
already matched. It can easily be checked that this procedure yields a matching from Pn.
One can verify directly that the mappings described before are inverse to each other. 
Lemma 11. For even n ≥ 2, any point-symmetric matching lies in a component of Hn that
contains only point-symmetric matchings, and this component is a tree.
Proof. First of all, any centered flip in a point-symmetric matching produces another point-
symmetric matching, so point-symmetric matchings lie in their own components. Moreover, in a
point-symmetric matching, every edge e can only be flipped together with its point-symmetric
partner σ(e).
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there was a cycle inHn consisting of point-symmetric
matchings, and consider three consecutive (and therefore distinct) matchings M1,M2,M3 ∈ Pn
on that cycle; see Figure 11. Let e, σ(e) be the two edges that entered in the flip from M1 to M2,
and let f, σ(f) be the two edges that entered in the flip from M2 to M3. Clearly, e and σ(e)
must be hidden behind f and σ(f), and therefore we have `(f) > `(e). This length increase
holds for any triple of consecutive matchings on the cycle, which is a contradiction.

Lemma 12. For even n ≥ 2, any point-symmetric matching lies in a component of Hn that
contains exactly n/2 + 1 matchings.
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M1 M2 M3
e
σ(e)
f
σ(f)
e
σ(e)
Figure 11. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 11.
Proof. Let M ∈ Pn be a point-symmetric matching, and let T be the component of Hn
containing M . By Lemma 11 the component T is a tree containing only point-symmetric
matchings.
The matching M consists of n/2 unordered pairs of edges {e, σ(e)}. Any such pair of edges
{e, σ(e)} can flipped somewhere in T . Indeed, if e and σ(e) are visible in M , then we can flip
them with a centered flip to reach a neighbor of M in T . On the other hand, if e and σ(e) are
not visible in M , then they are hidden behind some other pairs of edges, and we can remove
those by centered flips one after the other, starting from the innermost pair, until e and σ(e)
become visible and hence flippable together. As every flip corresponds to an edge of T , it follows
that T has at least n/2 edges.
We now show that T has at most n/2 edges. For this consider M and one of its neighbors M ′
on T , and let {f, σ(f)} be the edges that enter in the flip from M to M ′, and let {e, σ(e)} be the
edges that enter in the flip from M ′ to M , i.e., the four edges e, σ(e), f, σ(f) form the rectangle
corresponding to this flip. Consider a path in T that starts at M and moves to M ′ with its
first flip. Every matching encountered after M ′ on that path contains a pair of matching edges
that hide f and σ(f), and so this flip involving f and σ(f) cannot occur again in this part
of the tree T . Now consider a path in T that starts at M ′ and moves to M with its first flip.
Every matching encountered after M on that path contains a pair of matching edges that hide e
and σ(e), and so this flip involving e and σ(e) cannot occur again in this part of the tree T ,
either. We conclude that T has at most n/2 edges.
Combining these observations, we conclude that T has exactly n/2 edges, and hence exactly
n/2 + 1 vertices. 
Lemma 13. For even n ≥ 2, any matching that is not point-symmetric lies in a component
of Hn that is not a tree.
Proof. We say that an edge e in a matching M is non-symmetric, if the edge σ(e) is not in M .
We also say that a matching M ∈Mn \ Pn is nice, if one of its non-symmetric edges is visible.
We claim that every nice matching M has two distinct nice matchings as neighbors in the
graph Hn. As the number of matchings is finite, this implies that a nice matching must be in a
component of Hn that contains a cycle. The lemma follows from this, by observing that from
every matching M ∈Mn \ Pn, we can reach a nice matching by centered flips.
So let M ∈ Mn \ Pn be a nice matching, and let e be any visible non-symmetric edge of
maximum length in M ; see Figure 12. Consider an edge e′ that forms a centered flip together
with e, and let M ′ be the matching obtained by performing this flip. Moreover, let f and f ′ be
the edges that appear inM ′ with this flip. Note that f 6= σ(f ′), as e is non-symmetric. Moreover,
if σ(f) ∈M ′, then σ(f) must be hidden behind f ′, implying that `(f) < `(f ′). Symmetrically, if
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M
e
σ(e) /∈M e′
M ′
f
f ′
y
x
h h
′
σ(h) /∈M
σ(h′) /∈M
Figure 12. Notations used in the proof Lemma 13. Visible non-symmetric
matching edges are dashed. The dotted lines are not matching edges.
σ(f ′) ∈M ′, then σ(f ′) must be hidden behind f , implying that `(f ′) < `(f). It follows that at
least one of f or f ′ is non-symmetric and visible in M ′.
We now argue that M contains at least three visible non-symmetric edges, so there are at
least two nice neighbors of M in Hn. Let x and y be the endpoints of the edge σ(e) (which is
not present in M). Observe that there is no edge g in M that hides x and y, or that hides x
and has y as one of its endpoints, or that hides y and has x as one of its endpoints. Clearly,
σ(g) /∈ M , as the edge e is visible. Therefore, g would have to be non-symmetric, but this
contradicts our choice of e as the visible non-symmetric edge of maximum length. It follows
that there are two visible edges h, h′ in M that intersect the line between x and y. For both
of them, we have σ(h) /∈ M and σ(h′) /∈ M , as the edges σ(h) and σ(h′) would intersect the
edge e ∈ M . Consequently, h and h′ are both visible and non-symmetric, so M has at least
three visible non-symmetric edges, as claimed. 
With these lemmas in hand, we are now ready to prove Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. Combine Lemmas 10, 11, 12, and 13, and observe that 1n/2+1
( n
n/2
)
=
Cn/2. 
5.2. Weights of matchings. For our further investigations, we assign an integer weight to
each matching, again using the labels 1, . . . , 2n of the points. Consider a matching M ∈ Mn
and one of its edges e ∈M , and let i and j be the endpoints of e so that the circle center lies to
the right of the ray from i to j. We define the sign of the edge e as
sgn(e) :=
+1 if i is odd,−1 if i is even.
We call an edge e positive if sgn(e) = +1, and we call it negative if sgn(e) = −1. Moreover, we
define the weight of the matching M as
w(M) :=
∑
e∈M
sgn(e) · `(e).
These definitions are illustrated in Figure 13. Note that rotating a matching by pi/n, either
clockwise or counterclockwise, changes the weight by a factor of −1.
Observe also that a quadrilateral corresponding to a centered flip has two positive edges
and two negative edges, and the pairs of edges with the same sign are opposite to each other.
Combining this observation with Lemma 1 shows that any centered flip changes the weight of a
matching by ±(n− 2). Moreover, it was shown in [FKMS20] that all possible weights are in a
particular integer range; see Figure 13.
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M M ′
w(M) = +(0 + 0 + 0 + 1+ 3)− (0 + 0 + 1) = 3 = w(M ′) + 6
w(M ′) = +(0 + 0 + 0)− (0 + 0 + 1 + 0+ 2) = −3 = w(M)− 6
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Figure 13. Illustration of the weight of two matchings with n = 8 edges. Odd
points are drawn as white bullets, even points as black bullets. Positive edges
are drawn solid, negative edges are drawn dashed. Note that the centered flip
changes the weight by ±(n− 2) = ±6.
Lemma 14 (Lemmas 11+12 in [FKMS20]). Let n ≥ 2 be even. Applying a centered flip to any
matching fromMn changes its weight by −(n− 2) if the two negative edges appear in this flip,
or by +(n − 2) if the two positive edges appear in this flip, and flips of these two kinds must
alternate along any sequence of centered flips. Moreover, for any matching M ∈Mn we have
w(M) ∈ [−(n− 2), n− 2] := {− (n− 2),−(n− 2) + 1, . . . , n− 3, n− 2},
and each of these weight values is attained for some matching inMn.
Our next result is an immediate consequence of this lemma.
Corollary 15. For even n ≥ 4, the graph Hn has at least Cn/2 + n− 3 components.
Proof. By Theorem 9, the graph Hn has exactly Cn/2 components that contain all point-
symmetric matchings. Moreover, for c = 1, . . . , n− 3, we can easily construct a matching that is
not point-symmetric and has weight c. Indeed, for c = 1, . . . , µ, we take a matching that has a
single edge of length c, and all other edges of length 0. For c = µ+ 1, . . . , 2µ− 1 = n− 3, we
take a matching with a single edge of length µ, another edge of length c, and all other edges of
length 0. By Lemma 14, these n− 3 matchings all lie in distinct components of Hn, and they
must be different from the Cn/2 components containing the point-symmetric matchings. This
implies the claimed lower bound. 
Motivated by Lemma 14, we partition the set of all matchingsMn according to their weights.
Specifically, for any non-zero integer c ∈ [−(n − 2), (n − 2)], we let Wn,c be the set of all
matchings fromMn with weight exactly c. For the special case c = 0 we define Wn,0 := {M0}
and W−n,0 := {M−0 }, where M0 is the matching that has only length-0 edges and all of them
positive, and M−0 is the matching that has only length-0 edges and all of them negative. Clearly,
we have w(M0) = w(M−0 ) = 0. Moreover, for c = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2 we define
Mn,c :=
Wn,c ∪Wn,c−(n−2) if c ≤ n− 3,Wn,n−2 ∪W−n,0 if c = n− 2, (5)
i.e., the setMn,c contains all matchings that have either the same weight or whose weights differ
by n− 2.
We now establish explicit formulas for the cardinalities of the setsWn,c andMn,c, answering a
conjecture raised in [FKMS20] that expresses these quantities via generalized Narayana numbers
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Nr(n, k), defined as
Nr(n, k) =
r + 1
n+ 1
(
n+ 1
k
)(
n− r − 1
k − 1
)
(6)
for any integers n ≥ 1, r ≥ 0, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n− r. The standard Narayana numbers are obtained
for r = 0.
Theorem 16. For even n ≥ 2 and any c = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2, we have |Wn,c| = N1(n, |c|+ 1)/2.
By Lemma 14, there are no centered flips between any matchings from two distinct sets
Mn,c, c = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, i.e., the cardinalities |Mn,c| are an upper bound for the size of the
components of the graph Hn. We can now compute these bounds explicitly.
Corollary 17. For even n ≥ 2, every component of Hn has at most N1(n, n/2) vertices.
Asymptotically, this is a 2/
√
pin(1 + o(1))-fraction of all vertices of the graph.
Proof. Using Theorem 16 and (5), one can show that the quantity |Mn,c| is maximized for
c = n/2−1, and equal toN1(n, n/2) for this value of c. Recall that the total the number of vertices
of Hn is Cn, the n-th Catalan number. The asymptotic value of the fraction N1(n, n/2)/Cn can
be determined by straightforward calculations, using (6) and Stirling’s formula. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 16. The proof of Theorem 16 is split into several lemmas.
A non-negative lattice path is a path in the integer lattice Z2 that starts at the origin, and
that consist of upsteps that change the current coordinate by (+1,+1) and of downsteps that
change the current coordinate by (+1,−1), and that never moves below the line y = 0; see
Figure 14. If the number of upsteps equals the number of downsteps, then such a lattice path
is called a Dyck path. The set of all Dyck paths is denoted by Dn, and their number is known
to be |Dn| = Cn. A peak in a non-negative lattice path is an upstep immediately followed by
a downstep. Combinatorially, the generalized Narayana numbers Nr(n, k) count non-negative
lattice paths with n upsteps, n − r downsteps, and exactly k peaks. In particular, N0(n, k)
counts Dyck paths of length 2n with exactly k peaks, i.e., we have Cn =
∑n
k=1N0(n, k).
We now consider another parameter for Dyck paths, introduced by Osborn [Osb10]. Given a
Dyck path x ∈ Dn, we consider each of the horizontal strips R× [2i, 2i+ 1] for i = 0, 1, . . ., and
we count how many upsteps of x lie in one of these strips. The resulting count is the band-weight
of x, denoted w(x). This definition is illustrated in the top part of Figure 15.
Lemma 18 ([Osb10]). For any n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there is a bijection ψ between Dyck paths
from Dn with band-weight k and Dyck paths from Dn with n− k + 1 peaks. Consequently, both
sets are counted by the Narayana numbers N0(n, n− k + 1) = N0(n, k).
Given a matching M ∈Mn, we define a Dyck path ϕ(M) ∈ Dn as follows; see Figure 14: We
consider the points 1, . . . , 2n along the circle in increasing order, and we record an upstep or
downstep for each point according to the following rule. Every edge of M has two endpoints, and
when we encounter the first of these two points, we record an upstep, and when we encounter
the second of these two points, we record a downstep. It is easy to see that ϕ is a bijection
between the sets Mn and Dn. Moreover, ϕ maps length-0 edges to peaks of the Dyck path
(except the edge (1, 2n)).
Given a non-crossing matching M ∈ Mn and a visible edge e ∈ M , the segment of M
determined by the edge e, denoted Me, is the set of all edges of M that are hidden behind e, plus
the edge e itself. We also define M−e :=Me \ e. Clearly, Me is also a matching, and therefore
also has a weight w(Me) =
∑
f∈Me sgn(f) · `(f). Moreover, the total weight w(M) is obtained
by summing the weights w(Me) over all visible edges e ∈M .
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ϕ(M) ∈ Dn
1 40
M ∈Mn
Figure 14. Bijection between non-crossing matchings and Dyck paths.
The following lemma asserts that the weight of a matching segment Me is given by the band-
weight of the corresponding Dyck path ϕ(M−e ); see Figure 15. Note that the Dyck path ϕ(M−e )
is constructed by applying the aforementioned bijection ϕ only to the edges in M−e , i.e., this
Dyck path has length 2|M−e |.
Lemma 19. Let n ≥ 2 be even, and let M ∈Mn be matching with non-zero weight. If M has
positive weight, then all visible edges of M are positive, and for every visible edge e ∈ M we
have w(Me) = w(ϕ(M−e )). If M has negative weight, then all visible edges of M are negative,
and for every visible edge e ∈M we have w(Me) = −w(ϕ(M−e )).
Proof. For any odd point k in our point set, let rk denote the ray from the circle center to that
point, and define the ray-weight of rk, denoted w(rk), as the number of all positive edges crossed
by the ray rk minus the number of all negative edges crossed by rk; see Figure 15, where the
edge matching the endpoint of the ray rk does not count as crossed. For any fixed edge e ∈M ,
the number of crossings of e with such rays equals `(e), and so we have
w(M) =
∑
e∈M
sgn(e) · `(e) =
∑
k=1,3,...,2n−1
w(rk). (7)
Observe that along any ray rk, the edges of M crossed by that ray are alternately positive and
negative. This is because the number of points that lie to the left or right of rk and between the
endpoints of two consecutively crossed edges of Me is even. It follows that w(rk) ∈ {−1, 0,+1}.
Also note that the visible edges in M must either all be positive, or all negative. If they are all
positive, then we have w(rk) ∈ {0,+1}, and (7) implies that w(M) > 0. If they are all negative,
then we have w(rk) ∈ {−1, 0}, and (7) implies that w(M) < 0.
Now consider a matching M with positive weight, and one of its visible edges e ∈ M .
We already know that the edge e is positive, and so every ray crossing this edge satisfies
w(rk) ∈ {0,+1}. We also have
w(Me) =
∑
f∈Me
sgn(f) · `(f) =
∑
k∈V (Me)
w(rk), (8)
where V (Me) denotes the set of all odd points matched by Me. Clearly, we have w(rk) = +1 if
and only if rk crosses an odd number of edges of Me. Moreover, w(rk) = +1 if and only if the
edge from Me that matches the point k lies to the right of the ray rk, as the number of points
from V (Me) to the left of rk is odd. Consequently, w(rk) = +1 if and only if the step of the
Dyck path ϕ(M−e ) corresponding to the point k is an upstep, and this upstep lies in one of the
horizontal strips R× [2i, 2i+1] for i = 0, 1, . . .. From this and (8) we obtain w(Me) = w(ϕ(M−e )).
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Figure 15. Bijection between the segment of a non-crossing matching and a
Dyck path, and the corresponding weights. The crossings between rays and
matching edges are marked by + and −, showing the contributions of each
crossing to the matching weight and the ray-weight. The resulting ray-weights
w(rk) ∈ {0,+1} are written at the endpoints of the rays.
By replacing +1 by −1 in the above argument, we obtain that if a matching M has negative
weight, then each of its visible edges e ∈M satisfies w(Me) = −w(ϕ(M−e )). This completes the
proof of the lemma. 
For c = 2, . . . , n we let Ln,c denote the set of all matchings fromMn that have exactly c edges
of length 0.
Lemma 20. For even n ≥ 2 and any c = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2 we have |Wn,c ∪Wn,−c| = |Ln,n−c|.
Proof. We establish a bijection between the sets Wn,c ∪Wn,−c and Ln,n−c. Given a matching
M ∈ Wn,c, let E ⊆ M be the set of visible edges, and define E0 := {e ∈ E | `(e) = 0} and
E1 := E \E0. We partition the matching M into segments Me, one for every visible edge e ∈ E.
We know that w(M) = c, and so ∑e∈E w(Me) = ∑e∈E1 w(Me) = c. For any edge e ∈ E1 and
the corresponding matching Me we define ne := |M−e | = |Me| − 1. As w(M) = c > 0, Lemma 19
implies that all visible edges of M are positive and that the Dyck path ϕ(M−e ) ∈ Dne has band-
weight w(Me) for all e ∈ E1. Moreover, by Lemma 18, there is a Dyck path ψ(ϕ(M−e )) ∈ Dne
with exacly ne − w(Me) + 1 peaks. Applying the inverse of the bijection ϕ to this Dyck path,
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we may replace the matching M−e by the matching M ′e := ϕ−1(ψ(ϕ(M−e ))) on the same vertex
set. Moreover, the matching M ′e has exactly ne − w(Me) + 1 many length-0 edges, as ϕ−1 maps
peaks to length-0 edges. We let M ′ denote the resulting matching, obtained by replacing every
matching Me by M ′e for all e ∈ E1. Moreover, the number of length-0 edges of M ′ is
|E0|+
∑
e∈E1
(ne − w(Me) + 1) = |E0|+
∑
e∈E1
(ne + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=n
−
∑
e∈E1
w(Me)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=c
= n− c.
The mapping M 7→M ′ can be extended analogously to matchings from Wn,−c. Note that M
and M ′ have the same set of visible edges, and so the resulting mapping is indeed a bijection. 
Lemma 21. For even n ≥ 2 and any c = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2, we have |Ln,n−c| = N1(n, c+ 1).
Proof. In this proof we will use the combinatorial interpretation of Narayana numbers discussed
at the beginning of Section 5.3. We will also use that
N0(n, k) = N0(n, n− k + 1), (9)
which can be verified directly using the definition (6).
Our goal is to count non-crossing matchings with n edges and exactly n− c many length-0
edges. For this we partition the set Ln,n−c into two sets A and B, where A contains all matchings
that have an edge between points 1 and 2n, and B contains all matchings that do not have an
edge between these two points. We first compute the size of A. For a matching M ∈ A, consider
the corresponding Dyck path x := ϕ(M). The Dyck path x starts with an upstep, ends with a
downstep, and the middle 2(n− 1) steps form a Dyck path from Dn−1 that has exactly n− c− 1
peaks. Moreover, all Dyck paths of this form are obtained as images of A under ϕ, and so by
the aforementioned combinatorial interpretation of the Narayana numbers we obtain
|A| = N0(n− 1, n− c− 1)(9)=N0(n− 1, c+ 1). (10)
We now compute the size of B. For a matching M ∈ B, consider the corresponding Dyck
path x := ϕ(M). It has 2n steps, exactly n− c peaks, and it has the additional property that it
touches the abscissa at least three times, once in the beginning, once in the end, and at least
once more somewhere in between. We count such paths by considering all Dyck paths with 2n
steps and exactly n− c peaks, and subtract the ones that touch the abscissa exactly twice (once
in the beginning and once in the end). The latter Dyck paths have the following form: they
start with an upstep, end with a downstep, and the middle 2(n− 1) steps form a Dyck path
from Dn−1 with exactly n− c peaks. Consequently, we obtain
|B| = N0(n, n− c)−N0(n− 1, n− c)(9)=N0(n, c+ 1)−N0(n− 1, c). (11)
Combining these observations yields
|Ln,n−c| = |A|+ |B|(10),(11)= N0(n− 1, c+ 1) +N0(n, c+ 1)−N0(n− 1, c). (12)
To complete the proof, we need to show that the right-hand side of (12) equals N1(n, c+ 1).
We know that N1(n, c+ 1) counts non-negative lattice paths with n upsteps, n− 1 downsteps
and exactly c + 1 peaks. We partition these lattice paths into two sets A′ and B′, where A′
contains all those that end with an upstep, and B′ contains all those that end with a downstep.
We clearly have
N1(n, c+ 1) = |A′|+ |B′|. (13)
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To count the lattice paths in A′, we remove the last upstep, yielding a Dyck path with 2(n− 1)
steps and exactly c+ 1 peaks, showing that
|A′| = N0(n− 1, c+ 1). (14)
To count the lattice paths in B′, we append a downstep in the end, yielding a Dyck path with
2n steps and exactly c+ 1 peaks, with the additional property that the last two steps are both
downsteps. We count such paths by considering all Dyck paths with 2n steps and exactly c+ 1
peaks, and subtract the ones that end with an upstep followed by a downstep. Omitting the last
two steps from the latter set of Dyck paths yields Dyck paths with 2(n− 1) steps and exactly c
peaks. We thus obtain
|B′| = N0(n, c+ 1)−N0(n− 1, c). (15)
Combining (13), (14), and (15) shows that the right-hand side of (12) indeed equals N1(n, c+
1). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 16.
Proof of Theorem 16. For c = 0, we have |Wn,0| = N1(n, 1)/2 = 1. For c ≥ 1, combining
Lemma 20 and 21 shows that |Wn,c ∪ Wn,−c| = N1(n, c + 1). Furthermore, rotation by pi/n,
either clockwise or counterclockwise, is a bijection between the sets Wn,c and Wn,−c, proving
that both sets have the same cardinality, so |Wn,c| = |Wn,−c| = N1(n, c+ 1)/2. This completes
the proof of the theorem. 
6. Rainbow cycles
In this section, we briefly turn back our attention to the flip graph Gn discussed in the
beginning, which contains all possible flips, not just the centered ones.
For any integer r ≥ 1, an r-rainbow cycle in the graph Gn is a cycle with the property that
every possible matching edge appears exactly r times in flips along this cycle. Clearly, this
means that every edge must also disappear exactly r times in flips along the cycle. The notion
of rainbow cycles was introduced in [FKMS20], and studied for several different flip graphs,
including the graph Gn. The authors showed that Gn has a 1-rainbow cycle for n = 2, 4, and
a 2-rainbow cycle for n = 6, 8. It was also proved that Gn has no 1-rainbow cycle for any odd
n ≥ 3 and for n = 6, 8, 10. The last result was extended to the case n = 12 in [Mil18].
In this section, we extend these results as follows:
Theorem 22. For odd n ≥ 3 and any r ≥ 1, there is no r-rainbow cycle in Gn.
For even n ≥ 2 and any r > 2/n2 ·N1(n, n/2), there is no r-rainbow cycle in Gn.
Proof. For any n ≥ 2, the number possible matching edges is n2. As in every flip, two edges
appear in the matching and two edges disappear, an r-rainbow cycle must have length rn2/2.
Let n ≥ 3 be odd. There are 2n distinct possible matching edges for each length c = 0, . . . , µ−1,
and only n distinct possible matching edges of length c = µ. It follows that the average length
of all edges appearing or disappearing along an r-rainbow cycle is∑µ−1
c=0 c · 2n+ µ · n
n2
(1)= n− 24 +
1
4n >
n− 2
4 .
However, by Lemma 1, the average length of the four edges appearing or disappearing in a
centered flip is only (n− 2)/4, and even smaller for any non-centered flip. Consequently, there
can be no r-rainbow cycle.
Let n ≥ 2 be even. It was proved in [FKMS20, Lemma 10] (with a similar averaging argument
as given before for odd n) that every r-rainbow cycle in Gn may only contain centered flips, i.e.,
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we may restrict our attention to the subgraph Hn ⊆ Gn given by centered flips. By Corollary 17,
all components of this graph contain at most N1(n, n/2) vertices. Consequently, if the length of
the cycle exceeds this bound, then no such cycle can exist. This is the case if rn2/2 > N1(n, n/2),
or equivalently, if r > 2/n2 ·N1(n, n/2). 
7. Open questions
We conclude this paper with some open questions.
• For odd n ≥ 3, a natural task is to narrow down the bounds for the diameter of the graph Hn
given by Theorem 8. We believe that the answer is 3n − 7, which is the correct value for
n = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. To this end, it seems worthwile to further investigate the layer structure of
the graph Hn for odd n (see Figure 8), where the two matchings with only length-0 edges
appear at the left and right end. In particular, what is the combinatorial interpretation of the
3n− 6 = 3(n− 2) layers of this graph?
• For even n ≥ 4, it would be very interesting to prove that the number of components of the
graph Hn is exactly Cn/2 + n− 3, which we established as a lower bound in Corollary 15. We
verified with computer help that this lower bound is tight for n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. What
remains to be shown is that matchings that are not point-symmetric and that either have the
same weight or weight difference (n − 2) can be transformed into one another by centered
flips. The proof of Lemma 13 might give an idea how to achieve this.
• It is also open whether r-rainbow cycles exist in the graph Gn for even n ≥ 14 and any 1 ≤
r ≤ 2/n2 ·N1(n, n/2). As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 22, we may restrict our search
to the subgraph Hn ⊆ Gn.
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